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QUESTION 1

A vSphere cluster is presented a large number of data stores with similar sizes and capabilites for a virtual machine.
The customer asks how to handle virtual machine placement and lower operatonal overhead. How should the customer
proceed? 

A. Dedicate and provision data stores on a per VM basis. 

B. Use Powerpath VE for mult-path data store access. 

C. Leverage storage vMoton for VM placement. 

D. Create a data store cluster and leverage storage DRS. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

In a standard Vblock System 300 confguraton with two vHBAs, a single SAN fabric has failed. How will the hosts be
impacted? 

A. Both vHBAs will lose a single path to all storage devices on that SAN fabric. 

B. A single vHBA will lose all paths to some of the storage devices on that SAN fabric. 

C. A single vHBA will lose all paths to all storage devices on that SAN fabric. 

D. Both vHBAs will lose a single path for some of the storage devices on that SAN fabric. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Which database platorm is supported with VMware 5.x in a Vblock System? 

A. MySQL 

B. Microsof SQL Server 

C. PostgreSQL 

D. IBM DB2 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

In which two situatons does a USB device reconnect to a VM automatcally with USB auto connect enabled? (Choose
two.) 
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A. The USB device is unplugged from the host then plugged back into the same USB port. 

B. The USB device is unplugged from the host then plugged into a diferent USB port. 

C. The device is mutatng identty during usage. 

D. The virtual machine is powered of. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

A virtual machine appears as orphaned in the virtual infrastructure client but is online and functoning 

normally over the network. 

Which procedure would be used to recover the VM with no down tme? 

A. Delete the virtual machine from the disk, connect directly to a host with the vSphere client, and import the VMX fle
into the inventory. 

B. Use the vSphere client to connect to the host that the virtual machine is registered to and vMoton the virtual machine
to another host. 

C. vMoton the orphaned virtual machine to another host that can access the data store where the virtual machine\\'s fles
are located. 

D. Delete and re-create a new virtual machine with the same name, guest OS, and IP address. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

Which three disk formats would be used on an NFS data store? (Choose three.) 

A. thin 

B. thick 

C. 2gbsparse 

D. eagerzeroedthick 

E. rdmp 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 7

A single ESXi host becomes disconnected from vCenter and will not reconnect. When troubleshootng, you remove the
host from vCenter and it will not rejoin. You contact Support and are asked to upload the vmsupport bundle from the
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host for review. The host does not have connectvity to a shared data store, but you can SSH into the host. Which
procedure would you use to generate and retrieve the vm-support bundle? 

A. In vCenter, Click the File Export Export System Logs, select the desired host, select the components and
performance data, browse to the download locaton, and select Finish to complete. 

B. From the console session, run the vm-support -f -w vmfsvolumesDATASTORE_NAME command. 

C. Launch a streaming SSH session using the ssh root@ESXHostnameOrIPAddress vm-support s vmsupport-
Hostname.tgz command. 

D. Use the vSphere Web Client and connect to the host using htpsusernamevCenterFQDNcgibinvmsupport.cgi. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

What is the default URL for VMware Web services? 

A. htpslocalhostt443 

B. htpslocalhost4443 

C. htpslocalhost8443 

D. htplocalhost8444 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

You are asked to setup several ESXi hosts so that they boot from SAN. Afer completng the second host 

and powering it on, the ESXi image becomes corrupt. 

What is the cause? 

A. The shared LUN is out of space. 

B. A path to storage was lost. 

C. A port on the Cisco MDS switch was improperly confgured. 

D. The two hosts were confgured to share the same boot LUN. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

What are two requirements when customizing a Linux virtual machine that has been deployed from a template?
(Choose two.) 
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A. VMware Tools must be installed. 

B. The IP address must be assigned. 

C. Perl must be installed. 

D. Python must be installed. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 11

You are testng DRS as part of the Vblock System 320 deployment and have placed the ESXi server into 

Maintenance mode. Afer several minutes, the ESXi server has not completed the transiton into 

Maintenance mode. 

Which two actons should you perform? (Choose two.) 

A. Manually shut down the VMs when you put an ESXi server into Maintenance mode. 

B. Verify that DRS is in fully automatc mode. 

C. Verify VMware HA is confgured because DRS requires it to transiton the VMs. 

D. Verify vMoton is properly confgured because DRS requires it to transiton operatonal VMs. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 12

A customer calls complaining that their CDDVD drive is no longer accessible on their virtual server. Afer investgatng,
you notce their virtual server is confgured for VMware Fault Tolerance enabled. Which conditon would cause this
situaton to occur? 

A. The secondary node has Connect at power on disabled. 

B. The secondary node has Use a physical drive selected. 

C. The source ISO is not on shared storage. 

D. The auto detect opton is not selected. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Which three components are part of the Vblock System Release Certfcaton Matrix? (Choose three.) 

A. VMware vSphere hypervisor ESXi 
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B. VMware vSphere Server 

C. VMware vCloud Director 

D. VMware vSphere Client 

E. VMware vCenter Operatons Manager 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 14

You enabled access to the ESXi shell. Administrators now complain that they cannot log in to the ESXi 

shell although you are stll logged on. 

What would cause this problem? 

A. The other administrators do not have proper permissions. 

B. The number of connectons exceed the limit. 

C. The ESXi shell tmeout setng was increased from the default setng of 0. 

D. There is an invalid IP setng on the host. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

A customer requests a disjointed Layer 2 confguraton on their ESXi hosts to segregate DMZ trafc. Which additonal
component is required in this confguraton? 

A. disjointed Layer 2 licensing 

B. an access control list for DMZ VLAN 

C. a second Cisco Nexus 1000V 

D. an extra set of physical adapters 

Correct Answer: D 
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